
Balla(n)d is the odyssey of a seemingly regular guy from Tbilisi. 
The story opens doors to one of the most closed systems of 

while the reader realizes that everything they know about prison 

can grasp.

Levan Kakabadze – a bright young man falsely accused 

of financial crimes

Elene – Levan’s wife

Aunt Khatuna – Levan’s curious aunt

The Lawyer – Levan’s lawyer

The Judge – of Levan’s case

Temide – Ancient Goddess, the symbol of justice 

Docent – a professor, arrested for issuing false diplomas

Gigusha – a prisoner and refugee from occupied 

Abkhazia, a drug addict

Father Dositheos – an Orthodox priest 

Tengo – a prisoner arrested for stealing metals from a 

graveyard

Aziz – a young Georgian-Azeri boy charged with 

murdering his brother in law

Koba – a prisoner, former physicist and drug addict

BALLA(N)D
SETTING: present day; Georgian prisons in the 2010s in 

Tbilisi and Rustavi.

THEMES: prisoners, the penitential system, friendship, 

everyday life in an enclosed space, relationships 

between people and the system.

GENRE: drama, autobiographical novel. 

ADAPTATION: feature film.

SHORT SYNOPSIS: CHARACTERS:

MOVIE REFERENCES: 

The French Dispatch
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SUMMARY:

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Koka Kamushadze was born in Tbilisi in 1982. 

Koka’s debut novel Balla(n)d was on the shortlist of the 
best debut novel nominees at the literary award Saba in 

grandfather’s namesake and is doomed later in life to repeat 

a child but as an adult he will face similar challenges. 

recurring dreams that have a symbolic, mythological meaning, 

of community among the inmates. They even have a welcome 

he pleads guilty. But he remains true to his principles, and never 
bows to the system.

A priest, who is a family friend, visits him in prison to help him 

can accomplish nothing.

the priest friend of the family who had risen the clerical ranks 

luck and the blessing of release and goes back to his loved ones 
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